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1 Introduction

An over-arching goal for linguists is to understand what can and cannot be a natural human language,
understood in the myriad ways that humans use language. The illustration in this contribution is drawn
from an articulatory and phonological study of the vowels of Assamese. The discussion exemplifies two key
roles that linguists take in understanding language, extending our knowledge of languages and exploring the
implications of that knowledge.

Types of work that linguists do to extend our basic knowledge of human languages include the careful
description of existing languages. Descriptions may focus on sentence structure or word structure, on how
meaning is expressed, on the ways that language is used in society, etc. The focus here is on the sounds of
language. Traditionally, language sounds have been documented based on an impressionistic understanding
of what the linguist hears; with technological advances, this understanding is increasingly based on careful
detailing of acoustic and articulatory properties of language, often carried out by data collection in the field
(Gick 2002; Bird 2011; Whalen & McDonough 2015).

In order to understand the implications of our knowledge of language properties, linguists carry out
careful analysis of the symmetries and asymmetries they find in the data. Such research typically is done
within the terms of a particular theory, and the analysis of novel data often results in proposed innovations to
a theory. In some cases, such innovations lead to a significant reassessment of how we view the phonological
system, for example, the shift from linear (Chomsky & Halle 1968) to nonlinear representations in the 1970s
(Kahn 1980; Goldsmith 1979; McCarthy 1982), the shift from fully specified to underspecified representations
in the 1980s (Kiparsky 1982; Archangeli 1984), the shift from rule-based to constraint-based grammars in
the 1990s (Prince & Smolensky 1993; McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995). This paper continues the tradition,
challenging the degree of influence of an innate human language faculty in developing phonological grammars.

In this paper, both aspects of a linguist’s work are illustrated with data from Assamese. Assamese is
classed as ISO 639-3 asm, Indo-European, Indo-Iranian; Indo-Aryan, Outer Languages; Eastern, Bengali-
Assamese (Simons & Fennig 2017). It is spoken primarily in the state of Assam, in north-eastern India,
where there are around 12,800,000 speakers; worldwide, there are estimated to be 12,828,220 speakers.

The Assamese language is described as having CV or CVC syllables, and 8 vowels (Mahanta 2007, 2012).
These vowels have an intriguing asymmetry in the distribution of tongue root position, with a low retracted
vowel [a], a high front advanced vowel [i], and all other vowels having advanced and retracted counterparts,
[e, E], [o, O], [u, U].

(1) Assamese vowels

Nonround Round
Front Back Back

High i u U
Not high e E a o O

The [atr]/[rtr] vowel pairs have an asymmetric distribution: retracted mid vowels occur before retracted
vowels, i.e. [E, O] before [E, a, O, U], and advanced mid vowels occur before advanced vowels, i.e. [e, o] before

∗The ultrasound part of the paper reports on work carried out with Jon Yip and the phonological analysis owes
much to discussion with Douglas Pulleyblank. Special thanks to Shakuntala Mahanta for her generous support at
the Indian Institute of Technology Gujarati, and to the University of Hong Kong Small Projects Scheme for research
funding.
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[i, e, o, u]. Under suffixation, this can result in alternations, where root vowels are retracted before retracted
suffixes and advanced before advanced suffixes, [nomori] ‘die’ vs. [nOmOra] ‘die-neg’.

The work reported here includes both an articulatory investigation to confirm the impressionistic de-
scriptions and a phonological analysis to illustrate Emergent Phonology.

In this report, I cover only the very basic part of Assamese vowel harmony, the general trend for mid
vowels to agree with the following vowel in terms of [atr]/[rtr]. There are contexts in which harmony is
blocked and in which it is idiosyncratic; see Mahanta (2007, 2012) for details and analysis.

2 Articulatory analysis: Confirming the impressionistic descriptions

In order to determine whether the impressionistic description of Assamese vowels corresponds to their artic-
ulation, we carried out an ultrasound study of the vowels of Assamese. The work presented in this section is
a summary of a preliminary analysis of part of the data, based on Archangeli & Yip (2016), see Archangeli
& Yip (in prep) for the full and final analysis.

Data reported on were collected from 10 subjects, all native speakers between the ages of 23 and 32
who use Assamese in their daily personal lives. Stimuli were presented using Assamese orthography in
randomized blocks, giving 6 repetitions. Minimal pairs with labial consonants were used as much as possible
(labials reduce coarticulatory effects from consonants). Shakuntala Mahanta checked all items used for
appropriateness of items. Examples are given in (2). All items have final Coronal consonants; but it was
not possible to match initial and medial Cs throughout. We dealt with the possibility of consonantal effects
in two ways: (i) we compared V1 to V1 and V2 to V2 in each minimal pair in order to keep surrounding
consonants the same; (ii) in our LMER models we treated Word as a random factor.

(2) Stimuli examples

[atr] [rtr] gloss
bhemesi bhEmEsa crooked (f/m)
phedeli phEdEla ugly (f/m)
nomori nOmOra neg-die
nodhori nOdhOra neg-hold

Data were collected in a sound-attenuated room at the Indian Institute of
Technology – Guwahati. The set up is shown in the picture to the right.
The subject was seated facing a laptop screen where prompts were shown.
Three camera arms were used to stabilise the subject’s head and the probe,
with post-hoc assessment of the degree of head movement. The image
shows Jon Yip adjusting the probe for this subject. Data were collected
on a dedicated laptop.

The temporal center of each target vowel was identified from the acoustic
signal, using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2015); data points were extracted
from the video frame corresponding most closely to this time point using
EdgeTrak software (Li et al. 2005) and hand-correcting as needed. Further
details of data collection and extraction are given in Archangeli & Yip
(2016, in prep).

While tongue root advancement/retraction is thought to be the determining factor with the Assamese
vowel contrasts, it can be difficult to image using ultrasound because the tongue root is so far back in the
mouth. For this reason, we adopted two indirect measures. Because the root of the tongue is closest to the
back of the tongue (as opposed to the tip), we identified a Distance measure for the back of the tongue.
Because tongue root position may affect the entire position of the tongue (since the tongue cannot compress),
we also identified an Angle measure for the point of greatest constriction in the mouth. The Distance measure
and the Angle measure were used to test tongue root advancement/retraction in the target vowels. How
these measures were made is explained below.
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Distance identifies the distance from an arbitrary origin point (the center of the probe for each speaker)
to the back of the tongue at the backmost angle where all traces are visible, shown by the arrows in (3).
The idea with Distance is that a retracted vowel will be articulated further back in the mouth than a
corresponding advanced vowel, so Distance should be greater for retracted vowels.

Angle, on the other hand, measures how great the angle is between the Distance line and the point of
greatest constriction (measured in distance from the palate). In advanced vowels, we expect the tongue to be
further forward in the mouth so Angle should be greater for advanced vowels; retracted vowels are expected
to have a lesser angle.

(3) Illustration of Distance and Angle calculations, speaker S1 (left) and S5 (right)

Red and blue lines correspond to tongue traces from two different vowels. Black dotted line shows
palate trace. Black straight lines show radians from origin (center of probe). Black arrow shows
backmost angle that all tongue traces cross, used for each token to calculate Distance (mm from
origin to tongue trace along this radian) and for determining Angle (degrees from this angle to
radian with least distance to palate, corresponding to point of greatest constriction).
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In order to determine whether articulation corresponds to perception, we measured Distance and Angle
for minimal pairs and near minimal pairs, differing only in tongue root position and final vowel (since final
vowels determine tongue root quality of mid vowels). The prediction is that Distance will be greater and
Angle will be lesser for retracted vowels than for advanced vowels. Results are shown in (4–5) for the overall
pattern.

The boxplots in (4) show two general trends: (i) back vowels (right side) have greater distances than
front vowels (left side), consistent with their being further back in the mouth; and (ii) within each vowel
category (front vowels and back vowels), the retracted vowels (blue) have greater distances than the advanced
vowels (red), consistent with the prediction of greater distance in retracted vowels.

LMER models were used to test the significance of these trends. As shown in (5), Distance proved to
be a useful measure for tongue root differences, showing significance in all four categories of vowel. Angle,
on the other hand, showed significance only in V2 with back vowels. We determined that Distance is a more
reliable measure than Angle.
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(4) Baseline harmony results – Distance boxplots

These boxplots show [atr]/[rtr] Distance comparisons for front and back vowels (front vowels [e, E]
are shown on the left side are back vowels [o, O] on the right side), separating the first vowel in a word
from the second vowel (V1 in a CVCVC word is shown in the upper set and V2 in the lower set).
Advanced vowels are shown in red, retracted vowels in blue. Higher boxes correspond to greater
distances. e o
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(5) Baseline harmony results. Significance with Distance for tongue root position, regardless of vowel
type or position in word

Distance Angle
E > e O > o E < e O < o

V1 1.36 * 1.94 ** 0.37 n.s. 1.28 n.s
V2 2.60 *** 1.91 ** 0.18 n.s. 2.15 *

greater Distance means greater [rtr] lesser Angle means greater [rtr]

These results are a preliminary confirmation the impressionistic analysis of the Assamese vowels. (See
Archangeli & Yip in prep for the full picture, including discussion of cases where harmony appears to be
blocked.) Vowels that are described as retracted have greater Distance than comparable advanced vowels, as
expected with retracted vowels: The expected quantifiable contrast in pairs like [nOmOra], [nomori] ‘neg-die’,
shows greater Distance in the vowels where greater retraction is perceived.
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The effect of greater Distance for retracted vowels in V2 than in V1 (which is significant for distance),
is unexpected and suggests either (i) a consequence of the different flanking consonants or (ii) anticipatory
assimilation to the following low, back, retracted vowel [a] which follows. The study as a whole confirms the
methodology of ? in using Distance as a measure for tongue root position.

3 Implications of knowledge: A phonological analysis

Phonological analyses need to account for a variety of properties of phonological systems, such as those laid
out in (6). Each of these properties is illustrated with specific properties of Assamese.

(6) What a phonology needs to account for

a. Sounds What sounds are possible in the language?
[i, e, E, a, O, o, U, u]

b. Sequences: What sound sequences are possible?
mid vowels {E, O}C{E, a, O, U}

{E, O}CC...
{O}[nasal]
{e, o}...{i, e, o, u}

c. Alternations: What alternations occur in the language?
Mid vowels typically alternate between [atr] vowels and [rtr] vowels
{phEdEl, phedel}ugly; {nOmOr, nomor}neg-die

d. Contexts: What is the context for each alternant?
[atr] before [atr], [rtr] before [rtr]
[phEdEla, phedeli], *[phEdEli, phedela]; [nOmOra, nomori], *[nOmOri, nomora]

Phonological analysis is not simply a description of the patterns that occur (like the list we see in (6));
phonological analysis is an attempt to characterise the abstract knowledge a speaker has of the language in
question. As such, phonological analyses exemplify theories of the mental organisation of sounds and sound
patterns. A common theoretical assumption is that there is an innate human language faculty driving the
form used to express phonological generalisations; this underlies both generative phonology (Chomsky &
Halle 1968) and Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993).

As an example of how these models shape the expression of phonological knowledge, both models assume
that there is a drive to identify a single underlying/input form for each morpheme. What this means for
acquisition is that a child learns multiple forms, deduces that some of the forms are related to each other,
deduces that some of these relations are phonologically predictable, in those cases deduces a single form
(possibly abstract) as the underlying representation, and deduces rules or constraint rankings in order
to produce the attested surface forms.

An alternative model, which I explore here, is theEmergentist theory (Mohanan et al. 2010; Archangeli
& Pulleyblank 2015, 2016, in press). Under Emergence, acquisition begins the same way: a child learns mul-
tiple forms and deduces that some of the forms are related to each other. At this point, the theories begin to
differ: under Emergence, the child posits morph sets containing the related morphs. From these morph sets,
the child deduces that some of these relations are phonologically predictable and posits a general relation
among morph set members. (Compare this to the Innatist model, which assumes that when the learner
deduces relations among morph set members, a wholesale reanalysis of morph sets takes place, to create a
single underlying representation for each morph along with the critical rules or constraint rankings to result
in the correct surface forms.)

In Assamese, observation of the forms in the lefthand columns of (7) results in the morphs sets in the
righthand column.
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(7) Alternations and morph sets

observed items glosses morph sets
a. phEdElA phedeli ugly-m/f {phEdEl, phedel}ugly
b. gErElA gereli fat-m/f {gErEl, gerel}fat
c. thUpUkA thupuki plump-m/f {thUpUk, thupuk}plump
d. pAgOl pAgoli mad-m/f {pAgOl, pAgol}mad

Inspection of these morph sets reveals that every morph with a retracted mid vowel also has an advanced
counterpart and vice versa. This is formally characterised as a morph set relation.

(8) [Rtr]/[atr] morph relation: [rtr]*] ↔ [atr]*]

observe [thUpUk-] relation predicts [thupuk-]
[phedel-] [phEdEl-] , etc.

Morph set relations give a way for the learner to “fill in” morph sets even when only one member of the
set has been observed.

The last step in acquiring a pattern is determining when to use each morph. Because there are multiple
members within morph sets, the child is driven to identify a way to select when to use each morph. Inspection
of words that the different morphs occur in reveals a few general patterns. First, pAgOl ‘mad-m’ shows that
if there is no suffix, the form appears with retracted vowels: *[atr].

(9) Sequences: prefer retracted vowels

a. *[atr] Penalise advanced vowels.
b. example [pagOl] ‘mad-m’

Second, the advanced morphs only appear before a suffix with an advanced vowel: *[rtr]ˆ[atr].

(10) Sequences: mid advanced vowels before advanced vowels

a. *[rtr]nonlowˆ[atr] Penalise sequences of [rtr]nonlowˆ[atr].
b. examples [khorosi] prodigal [phedeli] ugly-f

These conditions assess which morph to use in a given context. They can be arrayed in a table very
similar to an Optimality Theory tableau, but with some important differences. The conditions ranked across
the top of the assessment tables are those that are motivated by morph distribution in the language, not
members of a set provided by an innate language faculty. The choices arrayed down the left side of the
assessment table are created from the morph sets being combined, the Cartesian product of the members of
the relevant morph sets. Three such assessments are shown in (11–13). In (11), there is a high advanced
suffix, so the prohibition against [rtr]-[atr] sequences eliminates the retracted root morph, as shown by the
“*!” in the cell for the form in (11b). The form with the advanced root morph is selected.

(11) Selection for {pAgOl, pAgol}-{i}fem

{pAgOl, pAgol}-{i}fem *[rtr]nonlowˆ[atr] *[atr]
U a. pAgol-i **

b. pAgOl-i *! *
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In the next two assessments, there is no advanced suffix. Advanced forms are eliminated by *[atr], and
retracted morphs are selected in both cases.

(12) Selection for {pAgOl, pAgol}-{∅}masc

{pAgOl, pAgol}-{∅}masc *[rtr]nonlowˆ[atr] *[nonhigh, atr]
c. pAgol *!

U d. pAgOl

(13) Selection for {gErEl, gerel}-{A}masc

{gErEl, gerel}-{A}masc *[rtr]nonlowˆ[atr] *[nonhigh, atr]
U a. gErEl-A

b. gerel-A *!*

For the basic Assamese harmony pattern, the learner must ascertain that there are two morphs for
roots with mid vowels, that the retracted morph is preferred, but if there is a following advanced vowel, the
advanced morph is preferred. There is no additional step of deducing a single underlying form. This model
also removes one of the puzzles in generative accounts: that the simplest grammar should be the grammar
with no rules at all, yet this does not occur. The need to select among morphs in a morph set, once multiple
morphs are identified, drives the learner to seek conditions to help make that decision. Additionally, The
model also does not suffer from computational challenges like the infinite set of candidates. Furthermore,
there is clear motivation for identifying the critical conditions, the need to select among morphs.

To summarize, this discussion explored a key difference between Innatist and Emergentist approaches
to phonological systems, the Innatist desideratum of a single underlying representation for each morpheme
vs. the Emergentist construction of morph sets labeled with morphosyntactic features to characterize each
morpheme. The discussion showed that eliminating the concept of underlying representation does not require
giving up on phonological analysis.

4 Conclusion

The work reported on here illustrates two of the key research roles played by a linguist, adding to knowledge
and understanding the implications of our knowledge. The research adds to our knowledge of the Assamese
vowel system by providing an instrumental, quantitative articulatory analysis which confirms the impres-
sionistic descriptions and acoustic analysis of previous work. Specifically, we see that Distance, a correlate of
retracted tongue root, is greater in retracted mid vowels and smaller in advanced mid vowels. The analysis
also confirms the methodology in Gick et al. (2006), for using distance to the back of the tongue as a metric
for determining differences in tongue root position. Thus the work adds not only to our understanding of
Assamese, but also to greater confidence in our research methodologies.

This research also adds to our understanding of phonological systems, illustrating Emergent Phonol-
ogy, a model of the sound side of grammar from phonetics to phonology to morphophonology. Emergent
Phonology minimizes the appeal to innate linguistic universals in accounting for sound patterns. Despite be-
ing surface-oriented, the model is able to account for the complex and sometimes idiosyncratic generalizations
found in the distribution of Assamese vowels. The phonological analysis of Assamese includes phonotactics
which hold of morph concatenations and a transparent relation between members of morph sets, eliminating
the need for abstract underlying representations and a means of manipulating those representations.
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